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Where Has the SUN Gone?

Way back when I was a fetus and many of you were feti, too, twelve students and four

administrators satin a room and listened to a cassette tape from an anonymous leader that gave

them a mission that, at first, they all laughed at. That mission was to kidnap the current President

of RIT, Dr. Richard Rose. On February 3, 1986, they completed this mission.

My source for the following is an old black and white issue of Reporter hiding away in our archives.

Dated February 7, 1986, the article was written by Jon Lanneville, to give credit where it’s due

(Who knows? Maybe he’s in town for the Brick City festival and will get a kick out of this).

They called themselves the Student Underground Network (SUN) and named their mission

Operation Red Rose. They interrupted an administrative committee meeting and gave an

impromptu presentation on the grievances of the student body and their disappointment in the

administration. After this, Dr. Rose was taken to a waiting limo in the administrative circle. The

limo carried him and eight of the student members to a local restaurant where they discussed

what needed to be changed. The demands of the students were filed into six categories:

communication, RIT appearance, personalization, facilities, community events, and support for

student organizations.

Meanwhile, the remaining members of SUN informed the campus and the media that Rose

had been kidnapped and would be returned to the administrative circle at a particular time and

encouraged to give a short speech. By the time the limo returned to the circle, it was packed

with 1500 people, mostly students. Dr. Rose addressed the crowd, mentioning that he would

be acting upon the modest requests of the students, providing mural space and looking into

alternate financing for the Student Life Center, among other things. He said, uCollege should be

the best time of your lives.”

Is this the best time of your life?

Before you answer my hypothetic question, I’d like to make a distinction: your administrators

may be your superiors, but they are also your employees. You pay them to provide a service:

a combination of education and the college experience. I personally feel that these two facets

have a symbiotic relationship; if either one isn’t being provided accordingly, the other will suffer.

The members of SUN peacefully and reasonably took action to create their own powerful venue

to protect the students who invest so much in RIT, financially and mentally. On the off chance

that any members of SUN are romping around the campus for Brick City, I’d like to thank them

for starting that dialogue between students and the administration 20 years ago.

Is the current class responsible enough or angry enough to pull off such a feat? Maybe Dr.

Rose’s sentiment has become true and this is, in fact, the best time of your life. If it isn’t, what

are you going to do about it?

d~I~1

Casey Dehlinger

Editor in Chief
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once again, before students put in

their two cents.

Views
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This relationship would be a lot

easier if you’d all just stop calling.

Friendliness

Seriously, folks. Say hello to this

kid. Otherwise, the whole thing

might escalate into a shootout.

October 06, 2006 I Vol. 56, Issue 05
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8 ROTC Ranger Challenge

23 Word on the Street

Now you, too, can know what is 30

happening to celebrate our bricks.

12 Weird Al Album Review

Not only is he still alive, he’s still 31

singling polkas.

Cover photo by Ashley A. Poole. I Dressed for success, Stephen Lee, a third
year Mechanical Engineering Technology student prepares to venture into the Fall
Career Fair in the Gordon Field House on Tuesday, September 26.
Dave Londres/REPORTER Magazine
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pr or wr tten permission.
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Letter to the Editor

Monday morning at 5:45 am. I awoke exhausted. The stress of college had

gotten to me: grades, friends, and homework; I couldn’t remember from

which, but as I climbed down off my bed and into my work attire I shook from

the stress. I grabbed my pin number off my tack board and a day-old bagel

from Gracie’s out of the fridge and locked my dorm room door behind me. I

had only been at college for a month and a half so far, and I missed the ease

of my high school years. I began to worry about my grades again, as I jogged

out my dorm building and across th

dark; the only light that lit the walkway came from the windows of the late

night studiers, or in some cases, partiers and the street lamps. I reached the

tunnels in a matter of minutes, punched in at the break room, and managed

to find my pair of green rubber gloves in the bottom of the storage cabinet.

Monday morning. It was going to be a long day.

I was employed by Facilities Management Services (FMS) until this very

Monday morning. I worked as a janitor, and was normally assigned to

cleaning Kate Gleason’s floor seven, six, and half of five. This day was like

the sinks, then the toilets, wipe off the mirror, check the soap and toilet paper

dispensers, and finally mop up the rest. After this I would remove marks

off the walls, pick up trash in the hallways, clean the kitchen/lounge, and

mop once again. Then I would repeat these steps on the sixth and fifth floors.

Normally, throughout this cleaning ordeal I would get lucky and not run into

anything too nasty, but today I wasn’t so lucky. In the month and a half I

worked at FMS I have personally cleaned up feces in a shower, a quarter-sized

loogie off a mirror, and piss off all sides of the walls in the bathroom stalls

(this is only because guys never grasp the novice concept of peeing in one

direction; and, if they get that far, they never seize the idea of flushing). Yes, I

know; very disgusting, but it’s all in a day’s work, and it could be worse.

This particular Monday I had finished cleaning the seventh floor and I was

moving on down to the sixth. Starting at the women’s bathroom on the right

wing, I swept and cleaned the sink, but when I got to the toilet things got

complicated. It apparently was “that time of the month” for one of the girls

on the floor and she had tried to flush her feminine product down the toilet.

Being unsuccessful, it clogged the toilet and filled it with blood. Gagging at

the first sight of it I was annoyed. “There is a trash in the bathroom for a

reason,” I thought to myself. -

I stood transfixed, disgusted, and helpless. I didn’t know what to do ne

remembered back to a few days earlier when I spoke with my mom on the

phone. She, always being a supportive influence in my life, had told me from

the beginning to quit this job simply because my stories disgusted her. To

this day, I’m glad that I stayed with this type of work for as long as I did, and

I still believe that I learned how to clean up things that most couldn’t handle

doing. In the end, however, I wante

exactly what I did.

That was m . .

situation that I will never forget the people that work behind the scenes. It’s

amazing to see how the actions of one can imp

writing this to remind you that you, too, affect the people behind the scenes.

So, next time you go to order a sandwich put your dirty dishes on the conveyer

belt at Gracie’s. Or when you leave your splattered food all overt

take a second to think about who has to come after you. Who has to clean it

time, but now I have turned it and molded it into a challenge. My challenge for

you is to take the time out of your life to thank and appreciate every employee

that stands behind the serving counters or mops your bathroom floor. So,

what are you waiting for?•

Katelyn Harroff

Second Year Biotechnology
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“Imagination is evidence of intelligence.”

by Sarai Oviedo

SYD MEAD
SPEAKS

Floating cars, stylized airplane interiors, and one-shot scenarios are

masterpieces that one man can create over a period of fifty years.

Distinguished industrial designer Syd Mead has created a new world of

futuristic art and shared his personal background with RlTTuesday evening,

September 26, in the Webb Auditorium.

After a quick introduction, Mead began his presentation on the concept of

how ideas begin. He states that “ideas do not originate from zero” but that

we as people have a “library of knowledge.” With a laser in his hand, Mead

pointed to a picture of a child on the screen and said, “I knew that I wasn’t

going to be this adorable for long. So I decided to do something about it.”

Mead has been drawing since the age of three. As a child, one of his first

automobile works is a pencil sketch of a car that looks like a semi-circle

on wheels. Mead presented on his life in two parts: Part One discussing

events from his childhood until he started the Syd Mead Inc.; Part Two

discussing his career.

PART ONE
Mead did a variety of things in his youth. Fresh out of high school, he

worked for the Alexander Film Company in Colorado Springs, making

animation and background illustration. A year later, he joined the Army

Corp of Engineers and was stationed in Okinawa. Soon after, Mead went

back to school and studied industrial design, leading to a career at Ford

Motor Company’s Advanced Styling Center where he designed cars.

(More in-depth biographical information can be found at his website:

http://www.sydmead.com).

PART TWO
Mead chuckled and pointed to an image in the series of automobile cars:

“See here we have the most common future effect of anti-gravity.” Many of

Mead’s earlier sketches of automobiles imitated classics like the Model T.

His later works include futuristic pieces that portrayed floating cars—anti

gravity, all the way’

Besides cars, Mead designed boats, buildings, airplane interiors, rooms

of the Playboy Mansion, and colonies on the moon. He even created a

piece of the New York skyline with the futuristic edition of the twin towers.

Mead’s designs do not revolve purely around an object, but encompass

surrounding scenery to make a story. Discussing the details of a relaxation

room in the Playboy Mansion, Mead humorously implied some erotic activity

as he commented, “As you can see, the people aren’t in the picture because

they are probably in the other room.”

In total, the presentation was mostly

Biography” posted on sydmead.com. . .

technique until the last half hour of th

and car designs that he had ~don

touched on the titles of other m

which include Mission Impossible / , . .

2010, Aliens, Short Circuit, and Bounty Hou

not enlighten the audience with details on the production of his pieces,

his key point was reinforced to conclude his presentation: “Imagination is

evidence of intelligence.”.
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Photography by Dave Londres
Work courtesy of sydmead.com
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Beyond Bricks
compiled by Casey Dehlinger

RITFORECAST
compiled by Jen Loomis

By Jean-Jacques DeLisle I Photography by CoCo Walters
They run around in drab tans covered with sweat, faces red with exertion.

They sit in class clad in uniforms, looking tired and well worn. They undergo

exercises that teach them the technical aspects of military life. ROTC

students are very active with training, additional classes, uniform days,

military exercises, and having to keep pristine personal appearance. But

that’s all common knowledge. What many people don’t know is that there

are many competitive activities amongst the ROTC programs in schools all

across the region.

One of these competitions that ROTC undergoes every year is a large,

physically and mentally intensive multi-day examination amongst the top 21

universities in the region, called Ranger Challenge. It’s held on October 13,

14, and 15 at Fort Devens, Massachusetts. In the words of Master Sergeant

Hotchkiss, ‘The cadets that compete in Ranger Challenge are the cream of

the crop and the best of the best; it’s like the Super Bowl.”

next morning. It doesn’t stop there, though. The next two days are full of

basic rifle marksmanship, a written test for patrolling, a one-rope bridge

race, weapon assembly, an obstacle course, orienteering (land navigation),

and lastly, a ten-kilometer ruck sac march.

Sound tough? Well, the cadets that do this have to be tough in order to

form a brigade that, for the last three years, has taken first place. From

a group of 86 to 90 volunteer cadets, only the top 12 are chosen. They

have to meet six days out of the week in the wrestling room at 0600 hours

and do physical fitness training until 0730 hours for seven weeks before

the competition. They also have special training times for the other Ranger

Challenge events. “I often do homework and study until 2a.m. and am ready

later that morning to exercise,” said Casey Gorman, a first year who had

tried out for the Ranger Challenge team. “There really is a challenge that

you get a lot of satisfaction from accomplishing.”

Welcome, once again, to your weekly source of fact and fabrication, where

every other week we here at Reporter give you a list of some offbeat news

from around the world. But, to spice things up, we lie. One and only one

of the following stories is entirely false. To figure out which, tune in for the

next edition. FYI, in the September 22 issue, the lie was the poker night

where a man bit a grenade.

Man Bites Panda
(AP)—A drunken Chinese man, wanting to pet a panda at a Beijing zoo,
jumped into its enclosure and approached it, arms spread for a hug. The

panda, Gu Gu, bit him in the leg, so the man kicked the panda. Then, Gu

Gu bit the other leg. In the ensuing scuffle, the man bit the panda in the

back. After being hospitalized, the man said, “Its skin was quite thick.” The

man also mentioned that he had seen pandas on television and thought

they got along well with humans. The man was stitched up like a football,

but don’t worry about Gu Gu, folks. He’s fine.

David Copperfield Finds Fountain of Youth
(Reuters)—lllusionist David Copperfield recently bought a cluster o our

islands in the Bahamas for $50 million, one of which is a private resort that

rents for up to $300,000 a week. Copperfield claims that he has discovered

the legendary fountain of youth on one of these islands. Although no humans

have entered its waters, he claims, ~You can take dead leaves, they come in

contact with the water, they become full of life again.” Also, he says that the

waters can rejuvenate bugs or insects that are near death. Biologist

geologists have been hired to investigate.

Crocodile Hunter’s Wife Says No to Hunting Stingrays
(Reuters)—After being widowed when a stingray stabbed Crocodile Hunter
Steve Irwin through the heart, Tern Irwin has set up an activist group to

help protect stingrays. “Since Steve’s death,” she said, “there has been a

lot of retaliation along beaches in Australia. A couple dozen stingrays have

washed onto the shores, mutilated.” The

their tails cut off, often interprete

by Steve Irwin’s death. By fighting to p

the point across that her husband was a lover of animals that

hatred, even for the creature that killed him.

The Ten Commandments: The Musical
(IMDB)—Val Kilmer stars as Moses in a recent stage musical entitled The
Ten Commandments: The Musical. The musical is being performed at the

Hollywood Kodak Theatre and is in

a movie. Speculation is tha

but you never know what people a

nowadays. Early reviews of Kilmer’s

somnambulist. Charlton Heston ha

RIT’s Entrepreneur Conference

All freakin day. Louise Slaughter Building. That’s Building 78.

Brush shoulders with some entrepreneurial folks.

24 Hour Comics Day

Wallace Library. 11 am. (Saturday> —11 a.m. (Sunday>. Captain

(insert your name here>! Knock-out a 24-page comic book in 24

hours or the evil (insert your Physics professor’s name here> will

destroy the world! Free!

Physician’s Assistant, Emergency Nurses,

and Fire Prevention Week

You can give those medical folks their well-deserved break by

observing that third one! Holy smokes, that’s efficient! Just like

killing three birds with one unlit match, kids.

Disney College Program Presentation

Bausch and Lomb Building: A19o. 5:30 p.m. — 6:30 p.m. Get some

free info on working for the Mouse.

Open House

Yeah, so what if this isn’t an actual event? It can still be fun!

Gawk at prospective students and their parents all day long!

Cost: absolutely, positively, 100% free.

Spinach Lovers Month

The entire month of October is Spinach Lovers month. Given

the disturbing outbreak of E. Coli, maybe they should celebrate

National Pork Month, instead.

Ingle Auditorium. 10p.m. — 1 am. See Bubble Boy and Casanova

Ranger Challenge is a three-day competition with events that push the

cadets to their peaks and, in many instances, far beyond. They start the

first day at 5:00 am. and do army physical fitness tests until 1:00 am. the

Come mid-October, the cadets of the Tiger Battalion will be ready to

compete against the best teams in the region, hoping to take home gold..

cohabitate. On a mountain. Free.

Looking for Brick City events? Jusf furn the page, dear reader, and

your wish shall be granted! It’s just another amazing magazine miracle

brought to you from the gang at Reporter.

ROTC trainees line up for pu -ups i Wrestling room Friday, September 29, as part of their daily 6 am, training.

ROTC PREPS FOR
THE ULTIMATE RANGER CHALLENGE

Friday

6
OCT

Saturday

7
OCT

Sunday

8
OCT

Monday

9
OCT

Tuesday

10
OCT

Wednesday Rock the Vote: Voter Awareness

SAU Lobby. 11 am. — 1 p.m. Encourage yourself to

(He’s Public Policy!> 3p.m. — 4:30 p.m. Golisano Auditorium. Topic o

discussion: “Leadership and Regional Eco

Thursday Lobby Hero

1 2 1510 Lab Theatre. 7:30 p.m. — 9:30 p.m. P -

Brokeback Mountain

8 NEWS
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THURSDAY OCTOBER 5

Open Swim
6:45 am. - 8:45 am., 12:00 p.m. - 1:45 p.m., 7:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.

— Whip.out those water wings or hit the dive Sandlot style.

Gordon Field House. (Also Friday and Saturday)

Create Your Own Web Site
1:00 p.m. - 2:30 p.m. — Here’s the time to create that “I love Zack

Morris” website you’ve been dying to make. I promise I won’t tell.

(Also Friday)

Tour of the Center for Integrated Manufacturing Studies (CIMS)
1:30 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. A-6B aircraft? Armored vehicles? High-mobility,

multipurpose HMMWV? Why the hell wouldn’t you go? Get off Halo

and go see the real things. (Also Friday)

Goss Web Press 2000 Laboratory Tour and Digital Printing
Demonstration
2:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. Ever wonder why that Martha Stewart picture

you tried to print kept coming out way too red? (No, its not because

she’s evil) Get a tour of the Printing Application Lab, and come away

with a head full of knowledge, plus your own personalized keepsake.

(Also Friday same time, as well as 3:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.)

Optimize Your Digital Photos
2:30 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. Also known as, “Having the hottest Facebook

pictures out there.” I knew it would get your attention. (Also Friday)

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 6 EVENTS

RIT Entrepreneurs Conference
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m., 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Get a chance to sit

down with RIT alumni, faculty, and other student to talk about.. stuff.

Promoting commercialization of ideas, creation of new ventures, and the

like. Registration required. Opening Keynote in Golisano Auditorium.

Public Ice Skating
12:15 p.m. - 1:45 p.m., 8:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m. Test out those double

axels you’ve been working on. Skate rental available. (Also Saturday,

2:30 p.m. 4:30 p.m. and 8:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.)

Life of an Army ROTC Cadet
1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. Don’t lie, you’ve been admiring them every

morning from the bridge on the quarter mile. Here’s your chance to go

check it out. Get in the shoes.. .er, army boots of an Army ROTC cadet.

Rochester City Tour

1:00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. Learn a little more about the place you call home.

Pre-registration required. (Also Sunday)

Special Screening: In Debt We Trust:
America Before the Bubble Bursts
4:00 p.m. . 5:30 p.m. Inspired from the book Credit Card Nation, by

our very own Professor Manning. This film delves into several topics

including credit cards and the younger society, and how to avoid traps

of debt and dependency. (Also Saturday 10:00 a.m. - 11:30 am.)

Opening Reception - Bernie Boston: American Photojournalist

5:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m. Come visit the exhibition of RIT alumnus, Bernie

Boston. The exhibition features more than 130 images collected from

Boston’s career in photography.

Yellowcard - College Activities Board (CAB) Concert
8:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m. 0MG. Yellowcard?! This is, like, totally the

event of the night! [faints] Err, right. Remember, they played that one

song, “Ocean Avenue”? Yep, that’s them. Gordon Field House, 16

buckaroos. If I remember correctly, didn’t one of them play the violin?

Film Festival Honors Show 2006
8:00 p.m. - 12:00 a.m. The best of the best, the crème de Ia crème,

the.. .geez, that’s all I know. Film, video and animation works done by

your very own RIT peers. (Also Saturday 9:00 p.m. — 1:00 a.m.)

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 7 EVENTS

Continental Breakfast with Student Affairs
7:45 a.m. - 8:45 a.m. Eat breakfast and ask any questions about living

and learning at RIT. May I say, some awesome multitasking?

A Word from our President
9:00 a.m. - 9:50 am. Join President Simone while he shares RIT’s

accomplishments over the years, as well as new and upcoming ideas.

This is his last year here guys, show the Pres. some love.

Red Barn Interactive Adventures
10:00 am. - 12:00 p.m; 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m; 3:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Go hit up the big Red Barn for some rock climbing fun. You can

pretend you’re Tom Cruise from Mission Impossible 2 if you want.

Gear and instruction provided.

Classes Without Quizzes - Session I
10:00 a.m. - 10:50 a.m; 11:10 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. Game programming,

computer jazz, software engineering, product development, Virtual

Theatre, Celestial Mechanics, The Galapagos Islands, math....

wait, the Galapagos Islands? There’s got to be something you

want to know more about. See http://www2.rit.edu/brickcityI

weekendschedule_cwq.php#sessionl for a list o

Learn to Juggle
11:00a.m. - 12:00 p.m. Learn to juggle your roommate’s cat. If they

don’t have a cat, you’ll just have to find something else to use.

RIT’s Juggling Club will be there to teach you.

Engineering Technology Interactive Exhibition
11:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. Check out what the kids at the Engineering

Technology departments are up to. Human powered devices?

Mini baja off-road vehicles? Concrete canoes? Crazin

Brick City BBQ
11:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m. Get your food on with Dinosaur Barbeque

fare. Get your dance on with some swinging blues music. Get your...

volunteer on, and check out what you can do to stay involved and

connected with RIT all year long.

Open Video Gaming Room
12:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. On the plus side, you final y get to show

everyone just how amazing you are at video games. On the down

side, you actually need to shower beforehand. Run by the E ectronic

Gaming Society.

Erin Brockovich: Horton Distinguished Speaker
2:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. Erin Brockovich can kick all of your asses. That

should be an adequate reason to go and see her. Honestly—just go.

$5 is way too cheap for something so awesome.

Kaleidoscope Concert
3:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. Enjoy performances by our very own RIT

Singers, Eight Beat Measure, Brick City Singer

Sound

and the RIT Jazz Ensemble.

Wallace and Gromit in the Curse of the Were-Rabbit
7:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m. Wallace: “Oh, Gromitl I don’t wanna be a

giant rabbit!” Meet the principal animator of the film and RIT a

Teresa Drilling. (Closed ca

Desserts, Coffee, & Jazz

RIT Gospel Ensemble
7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. 26 years in the making, they’ve got to be good.

Novelty Acts
7:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m. Step One: Lip-synch to your favorite song

while your head is superimposed onto

Take a moment to wonder who the hell thought of an i

StepThre :

Brad Garrett Comedian
8:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m. Laugh your ass off with Brad Garrett. And if

you’re not into his comedy, Ia

Either way, it’ll be a good time. Cost? $16.50 for students.

Karaoke Jam Session
9:00 p.m. - 1:00 am. Pizza. Wings. Karaoke. Prizes. With a name like

that and all those cool things, how can it not be fun?

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 8 EVENTS

Head of the Genesee Invitational Regatta
9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. Watch the RIT men’s and

team battle it out with over 30 other college teams in the regatta.

Afterwards enjoy music, Iaod, balloon artists, face painting, and more.

Advanced registraton required. Price?

For more information about any of the events above go to

http:llwww2.ritedu/brickcity/weekendschedule php

EVENT
CAL DAR
Compiled by
K. Nikki Murtagh
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(Also Friday)

Tour of the Center for Integrated Manufacturing Studies (CIMS)
1:30 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. A-6B aircraft? Armored vehicles? High-mobility,

multipurpose HMMWV? Why the hell wouldn’t you go? Get off Halo

and go see the real things. (Also Friday)

Goss Web Press 2000 Laboratory Tour and Digital Printing
Demonstration
2:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. Ever wonder why that Martha Stewart picture

you tried to print kept coming out way too red? (No, its not because

she’s evil) Get a tour of the Printing Application Lab, and come away

with a head full of knowledge, plus your own personalized keepsake.

(Also Friday same time, as well as 3:00 p.m. - 4:00 p.m.)

Optimize Your Digital Photos
2:30 p.m. - 4:00 p.m. Also known as, “Having the hottest Facebook

pictures out there.” I knew it would get your attention. (Also Friday)

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 6 EVENTS

RIT Entrepreneurs Conference
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m., 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. Get a chance to sit

down with RIT alumni, faculty, and other student to talk about.. stuff.

Promoting commercialization of ideas, creation of new ventures, and the

like. Registration required. Opening Keynote in Golisano Auditorium.

Public Ice Skating
12:15 p.m. - 1:45 p.m., 8:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m. Test out those double

axels you’ve been working on. Skate rental available. (Also Saturday,

2:30 p.m. 4:30 p.m. and 8:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.)

Life of an Army ROTC Cadet
1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. Don’t lie, you’ve been admiring them every

morning from the bridge on the quarter mile. Here’s your chance to go

check it out. Get in the shoes.. .er, army boots of an Army ROTC cadet.

Rochester City Tour

1:00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. Learn a little more about the place you call home.

Pre-registration required. (Also Sunday)

Special Screening: In Debt We Trust:
America Before the Bubble Bursts
4:00 p.m. . 5:30 p.m. Inspired from the book Credit Card Nation, by

our very own Professor Manning. This film delves into several topics

including credit cards and the younger society, and how to avoid traps

of debt and dependency. (Also Saturday 10:00 a.m. - 11:30 am.)

Opening Reception - Bernie Boston: American Photojournalist

5:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m. Come visit the exhibition of RIT alumnus, Bernie

Boston. The exhibition features more than 130 images collected from

Boston’s career in photography.

Yellowcard - College Activities Board (CAB) Concert
8:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m. 0MG. Yellowcard?! This is, like, totally the

event of the night! [faints] Err, right. Remember, they played that one

song, “Ocean Avenue”? Yep, that’s them. Gordon Field House, 16

buckaroos. If I remember correctly, didn’t one of them play the violin?

Film Festival Honors Show 2006
8:00 p.m. - 12:00 a.m. The best of the best, the crème de Ia crème,

the.. .geez, that’s all I know. Film, video and animation works done by
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SATURDAY, OCTOBER 7 EVENTS

Continental Breakfast with Student Affairs
7:45 a.m. - 8:45 a.m. Eat breakfast and ask any questions about living

and learning at RIT. May I say, some awesome multitasking?

A Word from our President
9:00 a.m. - 9:50 am. Join President Simone while he shares RIT’s

accomplishments over the years, as well as new and upcoming ideas.

This is his last year here guys, show the Pres. some love.

Red Barn Interactive Adventures
10:00 am. - 12:00 p.m; 1:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m; 3:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Go hit up the big Red Barn for some rock climbing fun. You can

pretend you’re Tom Cruise from Mission Impossible 2 if you want.

Gear and instruction provided.

Classes Without Quizzes - Session I
10:00 a.m. - 10:50 a.m; 11:10 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. Game programming,

computer jazz, software engineering, product development, Virtual

Theatre, Celestial Mechanics, The Galapagos Islands, math....

wait, the Galapagos Islands? There’s got to be something you

want to know more about. See http://www2.rit.edu/brickcityI

weekendschedule_cwq.php#sessionl for a list o

Learn to Juggle
11:00a.m. - 12:00 p.m. Learn to juggle your roommate’s cat. If they

don’t have a cat, you’ll just have to find something else to use.

RIT’s Juggling Club will be there to teach you.

Engineering Technology Interactive Exhibition
11:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m. Check out what the kids at the Engineering

Technology departments are up to. Human powered devices?

Mini baja off-road vehicles? Concrete canoes? Crazin

Brick City BBQ
11:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m. Get your food on with Dinosaur Barbeque

fare. Get your dance on with some swinging blues music. Get your...

volunteer on, and check out what you can do to stay involved and

connected with RIT all year long.

Open Video Gaming Room
12:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. On the plus side, you final y get to show

everyone just how amazing you are at video games. On the down

side, you actually need to shower beforehand. Run by the E ectronic

Gaming Society.

Erin Brockovich: Horton Distinguished Speaker
2:00 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. Erin Brockovich can kick all of your asses. That

should be an adequate reason to go and see her. Honestly—just go.

$5 is way too cheap for something so awesome.

Kaleidoscope Concert
3:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. Enjoy performances by our very own RIT

Singers, Eight Beat Measure, Brick City Singer

Sound

and the RIT Jazz Ensemble.

Wallace and Gromit in the Curse of the Were-Rabbit
7:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m. Wallace: “Oh, Gromitl I don’t wanna be a

giant rabbit!” Meet the principal animator of the film and RIT a

Teresa Drilling. (Closed ca

Desserts, Coffee, & Jazz

RIT Gospel Ensemble
7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. 26 years in the making, they’ve got to be good.

Novelty Acts
7:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m. Step One: Lip-synch to your favorite song

while your head is superimposed onto

Take a moment to wonder who the hell thought of an i

StepThre :

Brad Garrett Comedian
8:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m. Laugh your ass off with Brad Garrett. And if

you’re not into his comedy, Ia

Either way, it’ll be a good time. Cost? $16.50 for students.

Karaoke Jam Session
9:00 p.m. - 1:00 am. Pizza. Wings. Karaoke. Prizes. With a name like

that and all those cool things, how can it not be fun?

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 8 EVENTS

Head of the Genesee Invitational Regatta
9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. Watch the RIT men’s and

team battle it out with over 30 other college teams in the regatta.

Afterwards enjoy music, Iaod, balloon artists, face painting, and more.

Advanced registraton required. Price?

For more information about any of the events above go to

http:llwww2.ritedu/brickcity/weekendschedule php

EVENT
CAL DAR
Compiled by
K. Nikki Murtagh
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J~ Music Review

By Brian Garrison
Ack! Weird Al Yankovic? He’s still around?

Yesl

I only fake surprise, because I’m secretly obsessed. Or used to be. The

collection of cassettes stashed in my driver’s-side door might lead you to

believe that I score about here holds hand above head with palm down*

on a listening-to-Weird-Al-in-the-past-year scale, but really it’s more around

here *holds hand at navel.* I probably can’t sing straight through all nine of

them like my glory days of sixth grade. Either way, when I heard that his new

album was coming out, I had to put They Might Be Giants on pause.

Thanks to the internet, I didn’t even have to wait for its release to start

listening. In fact, his song “You’re Pitiful” is only available online because

James Blunt’s record label objected to the parody of “You’re Beautiful.”

Blunt himself had okayed the song, so even though Weird Al removed it

from the album, he donated it to the internet. Instead of discussing why this

is legal, let’s move on to the songs that are on the CD.

In his first song, “White and Nerdy,” I’ve found my nominee for RIT’s new fight

song.The music adapted from Chamillionaire’s “Ridin” captures the tastes of

some students who may be too cool for RIT, while the lyrics (e.g. UI ain’t got a

gat but I got a soldering gun” or, “My rims never spin -- to the contrary! You’ll

find that they’re quite stationary”) capture the hearts of others.

Next we see one of Weird Al’s originals, “Pancreas.” Not every song by

Weird Al is thieved from pop culture, but they are all weird. We see evidence

for this when he sings, “My pancreas attracts every other pancreas in the

universe! With a force proportional to the product of their masses! And

inversely proportional to the distance between them/ Woo woo woo woo.”

“Canadian Idiot,” obviously taken from Green Day, manages to it in most

of the cliché jokes about Canada. I’d tell some, but I like Canada. Another

original, “I’ll Sue Ya,” takes the style of something Rage Against the Machine

might have written, except for lines like this, “I sued Delta Airlines... ‘cause

they sold me a ticket to New Jersey—I went there and it sucked.”

Some of my personal favorites are Weird Al’s polkas, which are random

smatterings of the actual lyrics of popular songs sung Chicken Dance style.

No, really, the intro to “Polkarama” is “The Chicken Dance.” Next is “Virus

Alert,” worth listening to maybe twice. “Confessions Part III” might catch the

attention of any Usher fans, which I’m not, so I kinda tuned it out. “Weasel

Stomping Day” has a nice Christmassy feel to the tune cleverly intertwined

with adorable sound effects.

“Close but no Cigar” and “Do I Creep You Out” seem to echo others that

he’s already done about boys with problems relating to females (I can let

you hear them if you give me a few minutes to fast-forward to the right point

on the tape). Then there’s 10 minutes and 53 seconds worth of “Trapped

in the Drive-Thru” playing off of R. Kelly’s “Trapped in the Closet.” Finishing

it all off is Weird Al’s plea for you to buy the actual CD, a piece titled “Don’t

The other incentive to buy the disc is the fact that the reverse side has DVD

material. But then, all that I really found that interesting was the behind-the-

scenes clip shot in the studio showing that there’s actually quite a bit of

work that goes into being weird.”

ROC(WIKI) ON,

ROCHESTER!
by Brenna Cammeron illustration by Erin Wengrovius

Maybe you never want to leave RIT.

Maybe you’ve wrapped yourself so tightly into campus life that the Brick City

feels more like a warm, fuzzy safety blanket than anything else. Maybe you’ve

inwardly started referring to the Sentine as “mama.” It’s possib e.

But forthe rest of us, aching to leave the monotony that sets n right around week

five, there’s a resource that covers literally every aspect of the city. RocWiki.

org charges itself with the seemingly impossible task of catalogu ng everything

there is to know about Rochester: from gas prices to garbage plates, museums

to movie theaters, and strip clubs to steakhouses, RocWiki covers it all.

Much like the enormously popular wikipedia.org it was inspired by, rocwiki.org

is the product of an ever growing online community that allows any registered

user to make new pages and edit old ones. The result is a diverse community

that comments on a wide range of topics, but is perhaps most useful for

finding obscure places to go and things to do. Although the usual popular

restaurants, movie theatres, clubs, and other hangouts are all covered here,

there are also special sections dedicated solely to being off the beaten track.

Titles linked as “Interesting Pa “ U

for Dates,” “Local Music

Rochester Mirage,” “Ur

RocWiki is useful for a numb

procrastination value. Much like Facebook’s “Recently Updated Friends”

feature, RocWiki’s URece

into where other Rochestarians are going, what they are doing, and how

they feel about whatever it is that the

pages reveals that user MrP

line in enforcing their carding pol

cappuccino of all tim

thinks that Lux is Uthe best bar in town, with an amazing jukebox, fri

bartenders, and cheap drinks to boot.”

Subjective? Yes. Tha’

since the edi

element of the site doesn t a

impartial user to post a us

daughter to post reviews praising

negative comments panning.~the competition.

Despite Ro

the most corn

Is it enough to make even th

into city life? Doubtful. But it might be a good way to dip your toes in.

THEIMPORTANCEOFBEING WEIRD
“WEIRD AL”YANKOVIC:
STRAIGHT OUTTA
LY WOO’
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the only class ring made by RIT

conceived by
,J. Macchiano 06

designed by
S. Smith 06

manufactured by
G. Pyle’80~A1ta~cAs1w~)

sold exclusively by
Campus Connections

October 6, 1966 — LSD is declared illegal in

the United States. This is a full five years before

the United Nations required all of its members

to prohibit the psychedelic drug.

The town of Zion, Illinois has a law which

explicitly prohibits giving a cigar to one’s

cat or dog. Apparently, giving a smoke to

your parakeet or gerbil is still okay.

Cuban cigars are produced entirely under

the supervision of the government. This fact is

counter-intuitive, as communist products are

rarely praised for their supreme quality.

The Communist Manifesto, though not

often lauded for its wisdom, has carried many

ideas into the twenty-first century, including

progressive taxes, abolition of child labor, and

a free public school system.

The twentieth century is often referred to

as the American Century, although this has

become a controversial term. Can you say

‘ethnocentrism?’

Soldier’s disease is a slang term for

“morphine addiction.”

There’s a medically classifiable group of

smokers (called chippers) who do not suffer

from nicotine addiction if they smoke less

than five cigarettes a day.

October 6, 1582— Due to the implementation

of the Gregorian Calendar, this day does not

exist in Italy, Portugal, Poland, and Spain.

Seeing as that’s kind of a lame way to end the

stream, we’ll skip right along to:

October 6, 1536 — William Tyndale, a man

famous for translating the Bible into “modern”

English, is burned at the stake. I bet he wishes

that this day didn’t exist.

QUOTE
“Words do not express thoughts very

well. They always become a little different

immediately after they are expressed, a

little distorted, a little foolish.”

Herman Hesse

HAIKU
by Brian Garrison
Morning eye crusties

Fought off with help from the Cap’n

Horatio Crunch.

so unbelievably fun that I’m experiencing some

acute pain in my left eye from not playing it at this

very moment. You start with a simple phrase in a

green box: “on the farm.” There are other boxes

connected to that first one; the goal is to find the

words that fit in them. The whole thing eventually

sprawls out into a giant graph of loosely connected

words. It’s frustratingly fantastic. Check it out at:

http://shygypsy.com/farm/p.cgi

JUMBLE
Dance Styles

antog

naonafdg

ancanc

mboam

su he 1ff
alwzt

lssaa

neuergme

ejgiurttb

aeckalkw

bkrea

fttoorx

wttsi

nkkans~

ATYO R LE SURE THINGS, STUFF, AND PEOPLE, TOO...

STREAM
OF FACTS
OCTOBER 6

REPORTER

R C• MENDS
Funny Farm. The name sucks, but the game is

CARTOON I by Alex Salsberg

A
the Real RIT Ring

CAMPUS
~

W 1”~ www.modernmusicandmore.com

FM DJ Request Line .....475-2271
Office Line 475-2000

This week on WITR:
Eric Massa, Democratic Candidate for the US House
of Representatives will be interviewed live on Reality
High Radio on Thursday 10/12 at 8pm.

Morning Drive-By
Mondays 7-9AM

with DJ Ziff
Hockey Broadcast Schedule:
Date Opponent Location Time
10/6/2006 St. Lawrence Away 7p.m.
1 0/7/2006 Clarkson Away 7 p.m.

Auur,Wt, w€
w~?.r~D EM U?

VO?~ IA. CRAP

SUDOKU

12 8

1 8 2 7

2 493
5 61

3 6 4
86 3
691 2

2 9 4
3 52

If you’ve never done one of these, this is how it
works: each row and column should contain the
numbers 1-9 once and each of the blocks should
contain each number once too. The answer is on
the website, go check it out!

~ww ~o,no~ ~~ 6nq~oe~ an~uo~a,,~

C9US iliuM Q~J;nqS oqucu ucouco o6uupuu; o6uu;

LEISURE 15
10/14/2006 Union Away 7p.m.
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A scenario: It’s January 2003 and you have an extra $500. At $5 a share,

you buy 100 shares of a new company your friend has been telling you

about and you’ve seen advertised on the internet. You’re a customer of the

company yourself and can see a lot of other college kids starting to use

the service as well. Exactly one year later, and the stock is trading for $35

a share. Your initial $500—now worth $3,500l Not bad. The company was

Netflix, and in 2003 just about any observant college student could have

gotten on board.

So it’s January 2004 and you’ve made $3,000...but you’re not ready to sell

yet. Another year later, January 2005, and the share price has dropped back

down to $12. $3,500? Not anymore. Try $1,200. This extreme roller-coaster

ride of making and losing money has been adopted by many students as a

hobby, a career, and a method for fulfilling their dreams. Student investors

are like every other college student, with classes, jobs, and reckless drinking

habits. The difference is that some student investors have bank accounts

the rest of us won’t be able to accumulate until long after we graduate.

Mike Percia, a third year Finance student, considers his education an

investment. Nick Germain, a second year MBA student, believes his Nintendo

system has been a great investment. Despite their differences, Percia and

Germain make money on things the rest of us spend money to enjoy.
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Investing is a startling concept for many college students. Why would

we want to take the little money our parents send us for rent, which gets

spent on much more important items (like a new iPodl), and put it into

the stock market? Admittedly, we have trouble convincing ourselves that

investing is something we would want to take time to understand. When

your roommate, the business student, starts spouting off about the

wonders of the stocks and bonds, do you remind him: I’m a designer?

Surprisingly, your non-business degree gives you the perfect foundation.

“You’re actually at a disadvantage if you only take business courses,” Germain

explains. “Believe it or not, there’s even a relationship [between investing] and

physics. Having a broad background is amazingly helpful.” Germain served

as the president of RIT’s Financial Management Association (FMA) last

year. Himself, four other students, and several professors felt it was time to

reinstate the group and do something with its $32,000 investment portfolio.

That’s right; members of the FMA get to play with a bank account which is

equal to the amount every RIT student pays annually for tuition. Before you

try to claim a right to any of the earnings, you should know that the fund

was endowed to the institute, which means no tuition dollars were harmed

in the making of the club.

Germain said he knew nothing about investing before taking the reigns as

FMA’s President. “I went to Amazon.com and I picked out the best books

for investing and I just read them over a two month period,” he recalls.

“It’s interesting that people think it’s about the numbers. In fact, the best

investors of all time, such as Warren Buffet and Peter Lynch, say the key

elements are that you understand the business—something that you feel

you’re an expert on.”

Start with What You Know
Percia, the FMA’s current president, has observed that “A lot of us have

these companies that we love. There is a devoted passion to this brand or

this company. A lot of the new [investors] tend to go after companies such

as Apple or Nintendo because they are devoted fans who love the iPods

or love the games.”

Maybe investing has crossed your mind before, but you have no idea where

to begin. Your own hobbies are a good place to start. Germain reveals, “I’m

a Nintendo evangelist. For me it’s the perfect stock. I’ve played games my

whole life, I feel like I understand the company very well. At the same time I feel

like a lot of professionals don’t understand it very well and that gives me an

inherent advantage. I actually look up video game news, which for me is fun.

I don’t think about it in terms of looking at my stock, it’s just doing my hobby.”

By contrast, going with what you know can get you into trouble as well.

Germain recalls one occasion specifically. “I invested in Webzen, which is a

Korean massive multi-player online game. I felt that since I really understand

Nintendo, maybe I’ll understand this too. I put money into it, thinking

that I knew what I was doing, but the stock ended up getting cut in half.”

Percia explains, “Sometimes [our hobbies] turn out to be excellent

investment choices. On the other hand, they may not be good.” His insight

comes from six years of personal experience. Percia started investing at

the age of fourteen. He took his first communion money and put it into

General Electric. It’s been sitting there ever since. “The first investment I

made I still haven’t touched,” Percia tells me. “It’s grown quite a bit. Every

year the dividend increases about 16% than the previous year. It’s a good

long term strategy.”

Dividend? Strategy? Investing has a charming way of sounding like an

exclusive club—a mighty expensive one that many college students may not

consider worth joining. A,gpording to Percia, students think, “Oh...I don’t

have a lot of money, I don’t have a lot of financial resources.”

The reality is that you and I live on a budget. Can you imagine the woes of

our dining facilities if every student had a limitless expense account? What

would they do if the poor, overcharged students had the means to hire a

personal sous-chef?

Students Take Stock:
How Your Classmates
Are Getting Ahead
by Antonio Caatlflo
Photography by Chris Felber
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about and you’ve seen advertised on the internet. You’re a customer of the

company yourself and can see a lot of other college kids starting to use

the service as well. Exactly one year later, and the stock is trading for $35

a share. Your initial $500—now worth $3,500l Not bad. The company was

Netflix, and in 2003 just about any observant college student could have

gotten on board.

So it’s January 2004 and you’ve made $3,000...but you’re not ready to sell

yet. Another year later, January 2005, and the share price has dropped back

down to $12. $3,500? Not anymore. Try $1,200. This extreme roller-coaster

ride of making and losing money has been adopted by many students as a

hobby, a career, and a method for fulfilling their dreams. Student investors

are like every other college student, with classes, jobs, and reckless drinking

habits. The difference is that some student investors have bank accounts

the rest of us won’t be able to accumulate until long after we graduate.

Mike Percia, a third year Finance student, considers his education an

investment. Nick Germain, a second year MBA student, believes his Nintendo

system has been a great investment. Despite their differences, Percia and

Germain make money on things the rest of us spend money to enjoy.
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we want to take the little money our parents send us for rent, which gets

spent on much more important items (like a new iPodl), and put it into

the stock market? Admittedly, we have trouble convincing ourselves that

investing is something we would want to take time to understand. When

your roommate, the business student, starts spouting off about the

wonders of the stocks and bonds, do you remind him: I’m a designer?

Surprisingly, your non-business degree gives you the perfect foundation.

“You’re actually at a disadvantage if you only take business courses,” Germain

explains. “Believe it or not, there’s even a relationship [between investing] and

physics. Having a broad background is amazingly helpful.” Germain served

as the president of RIT’s Financial Management Association (FMA) last

year. Himself, four other students, and several professors felt it was time to

reinstate the group and do something with its $32,000 investment portfolio.

That’s right; members of the FMA get to play with a bank account which is

equal to the amount every RIT student pays annually for tuition. Before you

try to claim a right to any of the earnings, you should know that the fund

was endowed to the institute, which means no tuition dollars were harmed

in the making of the club.

Germain said he knew nothing about investing before taking the reigns as

FMA’s President. “I went to Amazon.com and I picked out the best books

for investing and I just read them over a two month period,” he recalls.

“It’s interesting that people think it’s about the numbers. In fact, the best

investors of all time, such as Warren Buffet and Peter Lynch, say the key

elements are that you understand the business—something that you feel

you’re an expert on.”

Start with What You Know
Percia, the FMA’s current president, has observed that “A lot of us have

these companies that we love. There is a devoted passion to this brand or

this company. A lot of the new [investors] tend to go after companies such

as Apple or Nintendo because they are devoted fans who love the iPods

or love the games.”

Maybe investing has crossed your mind before, but you have no idea where

to begin. Your own hobbies are a good place to start. Germain reveals, “I’m

a Nintendo evangelist. For me it’s the perfect stock. I’ve played games my

whole life, I feel like I understand the company very well. At the same time I feel

like a lot of professionals don’t understand it very well and that gives me an

inherent advantage. I actually look up video game news, which for me is fun.

I don’t think about it in terms of looking at my stock, it’s just doing my hobby.”

By contrast, going with what you know can get you into trouble as well.

Germain recalls one occasion specifically. “I invested in Webzen, which is a

Korean massive multi-player online game. I felt that since I really understand

Nintendo, maybe I’ll understand this too. I put money into it, thinking

that I knew what I was doing, but the stock ended up getting cut in half.”

Percia explains, “Sometimes [our hobbies] turn out to be excellent

investment choices. On the other hand, they may not be good.” His insight

comes from six years of personal experience. Percia started investing at

the age of fourteen. He took his first communion money and put it into

General Electric. It’s been sitting there ever since. “The first investment I

made I still haven’t touched,” Percia tells me. “It’s grown quite a bit. Every

year the dividend increases about 16% than the previous year. It’s a good

long term strategy.”

Dividend? Strategy? Investing has a charming way of sounding like an

exclusive club—a mighty expensive one that many college students may not

consider worth joining. A,gpording to Percia, students think, “Oh...I don’t

have a lot of money, I don’t have a lot of financial resources.”

The reality is that you and I live on a budget. Can you imagine the woes of

our dining facilities if every student had a limitless expense account? What

would they do if the poor, overcharged students had the means to hire a

personal sous-chef?
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As Percia explains, 9 wouldn’t start investing unless I had around $500

on hand. For a lot of people, that’s a significant amount of money. They’re

balancing student loans, all this other debt—car debt, tuition, rent—who

knows what kind of debt they have right now. They may just not have the

money, so it’s kind of tough.” If you do have the cash though, or can scrape

it together in beer bottle deposits after your next party, then investing

certainly has its rewards—and you may not have to wait long to enjoy them.

Trading: Big Risks = Big Rewards
The barrier to entry, which is the minimum amount of money needed to

start investing, stops many students in their tracks. The average amount

one needs to start an investment account is between $500 and $1,000.

If your money, however, is just sitting around, then you should consider

putting it to work. James Wright, a third year Finance major, did just that.

James has been interested in the stock market since he was fourteen. 1

would get home from high school and the stock channel would be on

CNBC. There were these symbols running across the screen and I would

ask my dad what they were,” James explained. His interests led him to

trading instead of investing. “I don’t consider myself an investor. I believe

investing is more of a long-term thing,” he says. 9 consider myself a trader,

because what I do is very short-term. A couple weeks; maybe only a couple

of days. The way I have it set up is I won’t be in a trade for more than 21 days.”

First-time traders and investors should always consider the associated

risks. There are times when the risks pay off and then there are times when

they cost you everything. James advises, You have to be willing to take a

risk. When you’re in these short-term time frames, the smallest move can

screw you up. Don’t be greedy. There are times when my target has been

hit and I think that I could squeeze a little more out of it and it cost me my

whole investment.”

James makes real investments as well as hypothetical investments. It is

reassuring to know there are opportunities to explore trading without the

stress of losing the money you earned last summer as a toll booth attendant.

With a confident grin, James remarks, “I made a 4,500% return in a year.”

His windfall was actually through a simulated investment scenario, but it

was all the encouragement he needed. His next goal is a bit higher. “I’d like

to say I turned a $10,000 account into $1,000,000,” he shares.

Types of Investors
There is an investment strategy to fit all personality types. Trading is just one

example. In trading, you find a stock you like without getting into the details.

You put your money in and then pull out right after you hit your expected return.

For some of us, this is akin to our dating habits. If you’re constantly running

into people whose name you can’t recall, but you know that you’ve yelled it in

ecstasy at one time or another, then day trading is right up your alley.

Long-term investing is for those of us who are patient and passive. Once

stock options are purchased, the long-term investor lets it ride. “Throughout

history, the S&P 500 has returned about 10%,” Percia, a self-professed

long-term saver, explains. While this may be insufficient for a trader, a long-

term investor has no problem with biding their time. “It’s a psychological

thing,” Percia says. “You can’t just think about the dollar amount.”

James, on the other hand, attributes his preference to his impatient personality.

“I have a short attention span; I’m slightly ADD, I’m an excitable person. It’s

a blessing and a curse. That just happens to fit the trading personality.

[Investing] is not universal, there’s a different way for everyone to do it.”

Both long-term and short-term student investors acknowledge that if your hobby

is watching money grow, then you should be prepared to encounter pressure.

Students Heavily Invested
Across the river, the University of Rochester’s Simon School of Business

has its own assembly of high-profile student investors. Ranked by

Business Week as one of the top 30 business schools in the United

States, the Simon School takes investing seriously. Alen Kreso, a Simon

MBA student and president of the Simon Investment Club, explains the

responsibility student investors have to uphold tradition.

“The U of R’s Meliora Fund is $200,000. U of R students decide where the

money is going [to be invested]. We manage it, with a Board of Directors

that oversees what students are doing. We also have a faculty advisor to

suggest certain strategies.”

The University of Rochester’s Meliora is the same as RIT’s Brick City

Festival: the weekend when students are obligated to play host to their

smiling families and when alumni can relive their college exploits.

The expectations of a student involved in the Simon Investment Club are

high. Kreso plays down the stress with a cool note of practicality. “Working

with the Melioria Fund is the chance to exercise something we learned in

class,” he says. We are trying to teach the next generation to think of it as

a long-term strategy of investing as opposed to trading.”

Like many student investors, Kreso started young. “I started with $50.00 a

month, sending it to a mutual fund. That was in 95 or so and by 99 I had

$6000. Maybe out of that amount, $2000 was my own, the rest was just

the market going up.”

Matthew Colaprete, an MBA student at RIT’s E. Philip Saunders College

of Business, took his pe .
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knows what kind of debt they have right now. They may just not have the

money, so it’s kind of tough.” If you do have the cash though, or can scrape

it together in beer bottle deposits after your next party, then investing

certainly has its rewards—and you may not have to wait long to enjoy them.
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The barrier to entry, which is the minimum amount of money needed to

start investing, stops many students in their tracks. The average amount

one needs to start an investment account is between $500 and $1,000.

If your money, however, is just sitting around, then you should consider

putting it to work. James Wright, a third year Finance major, did just that.
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investing is more of a long-term thing,” he says. 9 consider myself a trader,

because what I do is very short-term. A couple weeks; maybe only a couple

of days. The way I have it set up is I won’t be in a trade for more than 21 days.”

First-time traders and investors should always consider the associated

risks. There are times when the risks pay off and then there are times when

they cost you everything. James advises, You have to be willing to take a

risk. When you’re in these short-term time frames, the smallest move can

screw you up. Don’t be greedy. There are times when my target has been

hit and I think that I could squeeze a little more out of it and it cost me my
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James makes real investments as well as hypothetical investments. It is

reassuring to know there are opportunities to explore trading without the

stress of losing the money you earned last summer as a toll booth attendant.

With a confident grin, James remarks, “I made a 4,500% return in a year.”

His windfall was actually through a simulated investment scenario, but it

was all the encouragement he needed. His next goal is a bit higher. “I’d like

to say I turned a $10,000 account into $1,000,000,” he shares.
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There is an investment strategy to fit all personality types. Trading is just one

example. In trading, you find a stock you like without getting into the details.

You put your money in and then pull out right after you hit your expected return.

For some of us, this is akin to our dating habits. If you’re constantly running

into people whose name you can’t recall, but you know that you’ve yelled it in

ecstasy at one time or another, then day trading is right up your alley.
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history, the S&P 500 has returned about 10%,” Percia, a self-professed

long-term saver, explains. While this may be insufficient for a trader, a long-
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thing,” Percia says. “You can’t just think about the dollar amount.”
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“I have a short attention span; I’m slightly ADD, I’m an excitable person. It’s

a blessing and a curse. That just happens to fit the trading personality.

[Investing] is not universal, there’s a different way for everyone to do it.”

Both long-term and short-term student investors acknowledge that if your hobby

is watching money grow, then you should be prepared to encounter pressure.
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has its own assembly of high-profile student investors. Ranked by

Business Week as one of the top 30 business schools in the United
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class,” he says. We are trying to teach the next generation to think of it as
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It’s been described as “the sexiest movie you could ever do on consumer

debt.” Danny Schechter’s documentary In Debt We Trust: America Before

the Bubble Burst has been screening across the country, concerning

citizens, grabbing the attention of both politicians and policymakers and,

this weekend, coming to RIT’s Brick City Festival. Informed by the work of

RIT’s Dr. Robert Manning, Research Professor of Consumer Finance, it’s a

film out to change the way you think about American finance. Reporter sat

down with Manning to talk about the alleged crisis, the documentary itself,

and what can be done to prevent what could be an epic economic crisis.

The Bubble

Housing bubbles, equity bubbles. If you read between the lines, you get the

sense that something’s about to burst. “The housing bubble defies financial

laws of gravity. The average housing price has doubled in the last six years,

but real wages have actually declined,” Manning explains. But the problem

doesn’t stop there: most Americans have borrowed against their home,

their future wages, even their retirement. “In the short term, we’re eating up

your future,” Manning comments.

Manning describes an America where its citizens have become obsessed

with credit and mired in debt. Perhaps you can relate—about three out of every

five American household don’t pay off their credit card balances at the end of

the month, typically paying upwards of 17% in interest. Couple credit cards

with mortgages and perhaps the lingering car or college loan and “the bubble

begins to burst in about a year and a half to two years when people begin to

realize they have too much debt, that an asset is not the same as liquid wealth

they can spend.” But that’s only the “minor” bubble, if you will. Manning adds,

“the bubble really does burst in about 20 to 25 years where there may be no

turning back.. .the fact is the economy was never as good as people thought it

was, which means now it’s going to get worse than it should.”

Excited about the future yet? It’s not all fire and brimstone, I promise.

The Documentary

Filmmaker Danny Schechter set out to make a difference. Director of over 20

documentaries, including his most recent award-winning WMD (Weapons

of Mass Deception), Schechter hopes this film will “spark a national

response—a demand for economic fairness and justice, regulation in the

public interest, along with a heightened sense of personal responsibility by

consumers seduced by the false promise of free money.”

Schechter contacted Manning after reading his book Credit Card Nation

and proposed the documentary project to him. “We sat down and mapped

out what this movie should look like, the key topics.. .1 think a lot of people

appreciate that our goal was to bring this down to a grassroots level so that

every group should be able to identify with someone in this movie.”

The documentary, at a running time of 98 minutes, moves from the halls

of Washington to the poorest neighborhoods of America to our very own

Gordon Field house during freshmen move-in. Along the way, it examines

the financial state of many aspects of American culture, spelling out in clear

language the potential effects of our current economic behavior. Perhaps

one of the most startling predictions it makes is the potential rise of newly-

coined term “21st century serfdom.” Manning elaborates: “When you look

at serfdom, what did serfs have? They didn’t own anything except possibly

some tools they would use to repay the lord of the manor by tithing from

what they produced. What we’re seeing now is that people are seduced

into levels of debt they can’t possibly afford. So, basically, they’re working

to pay their ‘tithe,’ which is the interest to the banks.” Need a concrete

example? How about that car you have a seven-year loan on that won’t be

repaid until it’s time for another car?

The film also confronts federal politicians—both democrat and republican—

and argues that most are not on the side of the people at all, but instead

are concerned with the interests of large corporations. Manning recently

returned from D.C., where he screened the movie for a congressional staff

and a month earlier on behalf of a candidate who is running for Congress.

The reaction? “In both instances we’ve had federal regulators, we’ve have

lobbyists, we’ve had activists.. .and the response I’ve been pleased with is

that nobody has said ‘you didn’t get it.’ I think they’re surprised we hit the

nail on the head without being rhetorically angry.”

Over the past year, Manning has actually been involved with six

documentaries, including Morgan Spurlock’s (Supersize Me) new movie o

the commercialization of Christmas. All are part of a growing movement of

citizens who hope we can remedy this problem before it’s too late.

The Solutions

So.. .we’re in trouble and there’s a movie about it.What can you do? Manning

outlines two things that need to happen if we’re to avert crisis—both a macro

and a micro response. On the macro level, we need reform in government.

This includes more favorable alternatives to bankruptcy for consumers,

more just lending terms, and, at the most basic level, greater accountability

on the part of the banks for lending money they know someone won’t be

able to repay. On the micro level, we need greater financial education and

personal responsibility (read: restraint) on the part of the consumer. Neither

are silver bullets. “If you lose your job, if you get sick, if you have a family

crisis, if you get divorced, there’s no amount of financial education that can

help you with that. If you can’t balance your budget, you’re the one that has

a problem. You need to take a step back, because no one’s going to be able

to take care of you in 50 years.”

The bottom line is almost too simplistic, though already known but rarely

practiced by most college st4.~dents: stay out of debt. Beyond that, Manning says

it’s of the utmost importance for students to establish concrete financial goals,

to outline how they plan to achieve those goals (a.k.a. the dreaded budget),

and to constantly assess who it is guiding your spending decisions. America

may be in for a bumpy ride, but that doesn’t mean that you can’t take control

of your finances and plan for a future contrary to the $8,400,000,000,000.00+

we Americans have already accumulated in public debt.•
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Support RIT Athieti s!
Eat Free Food!

‘RD ON THE STREET
COMPILED AND PHOTOGRAPHED BY BELVEDUDE

Support our fellow schoolmates by attending these sporting
events and enjoying some free food courtesy of SG’

Men & Women’s Soccer
September 30
In Front Of Field House (Lot D)

12 pm Mens Game
2:30 pm Womens Game
1—3pm BBQ

1 pm Game
2:30 — 4:30 pm BO

Women’s Volleyball
October 11
Clark Gym Breezeway

7 pm Game
5—7pm BBQ

“Robot!”

Au Sable
Third Year

Graphic Media Marketing

-

“The Bear. I just want him to win.”

Damaris Gomez
Third Year

Physician Assistant

—

~

“Like the band? I killed a man. Word.”

Jeremy Gray
Second Year

Industrial Systems Engineer

Tickets Available at the
Gordon Fie d House

Students
Public

Erin Brockovich
Horton Distinguished Speaker

Erin Brockovich is credited with spearheading the largest
environmental direct action lawsuit, resulting in the largest
legal settlement, in U.S. history. The story of her investigation
and legal triumph were the basis for the 2000 hit movie Erin
Brockovich. In the ten years since her first settlement,
Brockovich has lead many more environmental cases,
received numerous awards and honors for her work with the
environment and is author of the book Take It From Me, Life’s
a Struggle But You Can Win.

“The shark, because the bear is

at a major disadvantage. Plus, his

season is over.”

Katie Poole
First Year

Biochemistry

“The bear, because the bear is

bigger than the tiger.”

Jam ibek Dosibaev
First Year

Mech. Engineering Technology Masters in Prof. Science Studies

5UP~

“The tiger. It’s the most versatile of

the animals.”

Micahel Delles
First Year

Computer Science

d~.

‘1

“The bear is pretty heavy; I think it

would win.”

Stephanie Milstead
First Year

Computer Science

Women’sTennis
October 1
Tennis Courts (U Lot)

Q: Tiger vs. Shark vs. Bear. Who wins?

p

Men &Women’s Crew
October 8
Genesee Park

9am —12pm Event
11 am — 1 pm Donuts!

.1

“The tiger. It’s got some big claws.”

Alex Wright
First Year

Mech. Engineering Technology

~

7
I r~

V

“It would be a rock, paper, “Shark. Did you see Jaws? They had “The shark. He’s got some really

scissors situation.” to blow it up at the end to kill it.” good jaws.”

Allison Crane Tim Rooney Kirsten Henderson
Second Year First Year Third Year

Physician Assistant Industrial Design Physician Assistant

2:.

- ..-.

Saturday, October 7
2pm

$5 Get More Information

— .t. •

-

Rc~ç~
SCUTI-i

“The bear would win. Tigers are

pussies when there’s water involved.”

Jim Sovich
First Year

student government$8 www. s g . r it. e d u WOTS 23
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The Magic of Music jy~
—for less than a movie!

RPO classical concerts are just
$5 for college students!

Come downtown to the Eastman Theatre in Rochester’s East End and
experience the power of music to inspire and delight’ The PAETEC
Philharmonic Partners Program offers $5 best-available tickets to

Philharmonics Series concerts for college
students with valid ID. Student tickets are
available during the week of the concert.

Beethoven’s Seventh
October 12& 14

Rach Two
November 2 & 4

Tchaik Four
November 9 & II

Sponsored by 9) PAETEC
COMMUNICATIONS

Visit www.rpo.org for more info and tickets online.
Or call 454-2100 or stop by any Wegmans Video Dept
(Coneenience fre may appty)

ROCHESTER PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA
Christopher Seaman, Music Director

A VIBRANI, INIFlIEClUAI. (X)MMUNI1Y.

A LOCATION IN ONE OF il-IF MOST INFLUENTIAL REGIONS.

A SINGULAR FOCUS ON li-IF STUDY OF LAW.

State University of New York

College of
Environmental Science

and Forestry
SyraCuse New York

N
N
I

Science • Engineering
Policy • Management

M.S., M.LA., M.P.S., M.E, and Ph.D. programs

Experience graduate education at the only
institution in the U.S. dedicated exclusively
to the study of natural resources and the envi
ronment. At ESF, you will find:

• A vigorous program of academic, govern
ment and industry cooperation for advance
ment of knowledge with global importance

• Seminars and classes that foster opportunities
for professional and academic relationships with
faculty; administrators, and industrial partners

Visit ESF during Fall Open House
Friday, October 27,2006
10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
To make a reservation and for more
information go to

www.esf.edu/grad
315-470-6599 • esfgrad@esf.edu

PIZZA
8” SM • 12” MED • 16”LG
19” Thin 18”x24” Sheet
Specialty pizzas

CALZONES

JUMBO WINGS
BBQ-Sweet & Sour
Our own mild or hot

SUBS
Hot-cold-baked
fresh baked bread

WRAPS
Chicken Ceaser
Buffalo Chicken
Cajun Chicken

SUNY-ESF
Improve Your World

Accepted Here

SALADS
Fresh Romaine
Grilled Chicken
Anipasto-tuna topped
Cajun Chicken

PASTA DINNERS
Lasagna-Spaghetti-Shells

PARM DINNERS
Chicken-Veal-Eggplant

BURGERS
Grilled to order

CHICKEN
Nuggets-Fingers
Sandwiches-Dinners
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PICK UP SPECIAL -

I EverydayMED 12” PIZZA
WI ONETOPPPING

I ~ I

I asp date 11-30-06
— _ — - —

I PICK UP SPECIAL I

I Monday — TuesdayLG 16” CHEESE PIE

I•~ $5•5~5~~~ _ILIMIT 3, ONE ORDER
PERCOUPON

I exp date 11-30-06— —, — — —
PICK UP OR

I DELIVERY -I
-- LG16”I~IZZA -

I—Wt’0NE~0PPPING- I
& 10 WINGS

I - $15.55~+ton I
exp date 11130°6A
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P KUPOR
DELIVERY

I SHEET OF CHEESE I
PIZZA (32 PIECES

I 30 WINGS I
• $30.55+ton
3 TOPPINGS EXTRAcop date 11-30-06— — —

• Earn a Graduate Degree
Design

I

CPU per4rrnances neumAn possible omit, pit refunds fiat,, be Ne,: YnA. Since Covrrc,l on tie its, a State Agency
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Rochester Institute of Technology
Bausch & Lomb Building . Room A-190

Monday. October 9, 2006 • 5:30 pm
Tuesday. October 10, 2006 • 12:00 pm

Recruiting for Wait Disney Worida Resort, FL
pRESENTaT ON ATTENDANCE S REQUIRED PREPARE ONLINE AT

disneycollegeprogram.com
Schedu . tint’ VISIt . , Web Nile for p,eorntallon Options.

Attend the upcoming Disney College Program presentation
and discover how to get your magical edge!
Paid intemships are available for all levels.

Open to all majors, Freshmen through Seniors.

Dream it. Do it. Disney.
tOE. Drawing Creativity front Diversity. COis- — ~-

ROCHESTER INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

STUDENT, ATHLETE, Co-Op?
RIT SportsZone

If you or a friend here at RIT is a student athlete working or doing a Co-Op
We want to know about it!

Send us your information and we can make you famous.
RIT SportsZone is looking for stories for and about working student athletes.

Contact us at 475-5837 or sportszone@rit.edu
You always wanted to be on ESPN Here’s your chance!
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ALBANY LAW SCHOOL
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Salvatore’S your
only exclusive

su KS full menu

I I

pizzeria pick up
or delivery
SIDES
Steak Fries
Onion Rings
Zucchinni
Mushrooms
Mozz. Sticks
Pizza fingers
Potato skins
Veggie Dish
Jalapeno Poppers

NEW ITEMS
Everyday Slavie plates
Fish Fry

NOW AVAILABLE ON LINE ORDERING WWW.234-5555.COM
1735 SCOTTSVILLE ROAD •ACROSS THE RIVER • 527-0200
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Salvatore’S your
only exclusive
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I I

pizzeria pick up
or delivery
SIDES
Steak Fries
Onion Rings
Zucchinni
Mushrooms
Mozz. Sticks
Pizza fingers
Potato skins
Veggie Dish
Jalapeno Poppers

NEW ITEMS
Everyday Slavie plates
Fish Fry

NOW AVAILABLE ON LINE ORDERING WWW.234-5555.COM
1735 SCOTTSVILLE ROAD •ACROSS THE RIVER • 527-0200



WOMEN’S TENNIS
09.23.06 Intercollegiate Tennis Association

Northeast region competition

JoJo Cash defeated her opponent in the first

round of singles play, RIT’s only won match for

the day.

WOMEN’S VOLLEYBALL
09.26.06 vs. Alfred 3-0 (W)

RIT’s win over Alfred away marked win number

150 for head coach Roger Worsley. Jessica

Schaffer had 14 kills.

Record through 09.26.06

13-6 (1-0 in conference play)

MEN’S SOCCER
09.23.06 vs. Utica 3-1 (W)

At 44:35 Andrew Ong scored with a header on

a cross from Chris Sappo. Chuck Marion and

Mark Frisicano both scored unassisted at 61:09

and 67:03 respectively.

09.25.06 vs. Buffalo State 0-1 (L)

R1T had 11 shots, none of which found their way

to the back of the net. Goalkeeper Alan Smith

had four saves in his 90 minutes of play.

Record through 09.26.06

2-5-1 (1-0-0 in conference play)

RIT’s (from left to right) Cecilia Enestrom, Shea Haney, and Jessica Schaffer go up for a block against Nazareth’s Katelynn Reed during Saturday’s match.
RIT won three of four games against Nazareth.
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MEN’S TENNIS
09.23.06 and 09.24.06 St. Lawrence Fall Classic

Johan Pestec and Joe Schember won in doubles

play in flight B, while Joe Schember also made it

to the C flight finals, but did not win.

MEN’S CROSS COUNTRY
09.25.06 Nate Lowe was named the Empire 8’s

male cross country runner of the week for week

ending 09.24.06.

WOMEN’S CROSS COUNTRY
09.25.O6Trisha Sliker was named the Empire

8’s female cross country runner of the week for

week ending 09.24.06.

09.23.06 Pre-national Meet

The women finished 11th in West Chester, OH.

Trisha Sliker was RIT’s top finisher in ninth place

with a time of 22:26.92 for the six-kilometer race.

WOMEN’S SOCCER
09.23.06 vs. Utica 1-0 (W)

Brittany Peters scored RIT’s only goal late in the

game on an assist from Emily Stecher.

Record through 09.26.06

2-4-2 (2-0-0 in conference play) RIT’s Michelle Skowzgird (left) and Nichole Boxier block a spike from Nazareth’s Carra Vanderst
Saturday’s game. RIT took three of four matches against Nazareth.
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$ oulcr
h. E ution of RIT’s Drug & Alcohol P lic

by Jo8eph Grasso Photography L~rjRalph Smith
This summer a policy shift was initiated by the Center for
Intercollegiate Athleticsand Recreation that introduced
mandatory alcohol and drug testing and redefined the
student athlete as mandatory participants in a new
temperance movement. won’t feel bad if you didn’t
know, I only found out last Friday.

Prohibition Again
This radical proposal prohibited all consumption of
alcohol by studenti fr- regardless of age, throughout
the entire year. Yes you read that correctly, no drinking
under any circumstanâes. Ever. No drinking if you’re 21.
No weekend beer pong fun. No drinking over break. No
frosty beverage with your steak. No beer after the game.
No celebratory cascades of champagne.

It mandated random drug and alcohol testing during the
academic year, quarter breaks and summer vacation
included. If you were selected for a drug and alcohol
screening you had to procure your sample with supervision.
No one watches me peel We unconstitutionall Well, it’s
really creepy anyway. Think Michael Jackson ing a
stingray in your bathtub creepy.

IT Listens o tudent Concerns
But hold on to your amicus curiae briefs and letters to the editor, kiddies.
This proposal no longer exists Its broad and sweeping prohibitions
were presented for scrutiny to team captains and the Student Advisory
Committee. Over the past week Louis Spiotti, director of Intercollegiate
Athletics and Recreation, has met with the Student Advisory Committee,
the coaching staff, and convened three times with the team captains. Let
us take a moment to comprehend this. Our institution actually consulted
the student body.. .tears of joy should flood the quarter mile. The resulting
policy, while still holding true to the purpose of curbing binge drinking
among athletes and improving performance, is much less likely to incite
students to begin quoting George Orwell.

he Catalyst
What would prompt the Institute to attempt introduction of a policy that
appears on its face laughably unenforceable and overbroad? RIT hockey
moved to division I this past year and there is a general push to take
RIT athletics to the next level. Recent events on campus contributed, as
alcohol was the primary cause for behavioral issues. This summer’s fiasco
at Duke University has the entire nation paying more attention to alcohol,
athletes, and conduct. A tentative proposal by the NCAA made this July
emphasizes alcohol education and testing at all division Ill schools by 2008.
RIT is attempting to set an example with its commitment to excellence in
the athletic department. Director Spiotti, whose trim physique and sun-
narrowed eagle eyes gave me the impression he would be the one leaving
the Thunderdome if we had to fight, said, “Silence sends a message of
acceptance about these things, and we are not going to be silent.”

The Policy
Team captains, functioning as representatives for their teammates, voiced
their concerns and the total ban on alcohol for athletes was removed.
Underage student athletes are still banned from any consumption of spirits,
but we can thank federal law for that. Students who are 21 and older are
governed in season by a 48-hour rule prohibiting consumption of alcohol
48-hours prior to a team event. The captains voiced concern that previous
alcohol infractions would not be retroactively included in the new policy.
All athletes will begin with clean slates under the new contract.

Aic hol Testing
During the season all athletes are subject to random team and individual
testing for drugs and alcohol. This still includes quarter breaks that fall in
the athletic season—though if an athlete goes home for break and avoids
run-ins with the deputy or sheriff, they will be left alone.

There will now be no possibility of testing in the off-season unless there
is an off-season scrimmage or reasonable suspicion, i.e. you flew a stolen
dirigible to practice, landed on the field, and emerged wearing nothing and
brandishing a bottle of Absolute Citron.

Some Feedback
We know what the Captains did, but what do the athletes think?

“I don’t drink at all, and no one on my floor drinks either, so it’s not really an
issue,”Joe D’Angelo, a freshman hoping to run track for RIT, said. Members
of the women’s soccer team echoed Joe’s sentiments. We don’t drink and
our friends don’t dnnk, ergo, non-issue.

A 21-year old student who would only give his name as Phil said, “You need
to decide what your life is about. If your life is about drinking, then you’re
giving up a lot.”

When I asked members of the soccer team about the rumor that athletes
living with drinkers had been advised to move out, they conceded it was
true. Mr. Spiotti commented that this was in no way part of the contract but
merely a helpful suggestion from Student Life
in a party atmosphere.

One student who was upset that someone would be wa
who declined to give her name expressed apath
par with Radiohead lyrics, “It’s total bullshit and I don’t give a shit, but it’s
probably a waste of money.”

Excellent questionl How much will testing for alcohol and other substances
cost RIT? The answer is surprisingly little. RIT has a yearl
National Center for Drug Free Sport for $3,000,
the Institute’s testing needs. Any additional tests that are
purchased a Ia carte for around $20 a test.

An Eye on the Future
Despite obvious disagreement as to how far an institution should go
to discourage binge drinking and drug abuse, and whet
will merely drive the behavior underground, we can 11
in facts: It is illegal for anyone under 21 years of age to consume alc
athlete or not. It is also common sense that beer and liq
infuse the body with essential electrolytes and vitamins th
athlete. Aristotle believed that in writing laws we concurrent
and possibly, through the repetition of good acts, we can form and shape
character itself. His exact phrase was Statecraft as Soulcraft. What Lou
Spiotti proposes is a similar philosophy, “Our responsibility is to help shape
young people intellectually, physically, and emotionally. We want them to
be leaders, not followers. We want to teach them to accept responsibility.
Tolerating the abuse of substances is not in accord with our goals.”

Over the course of the next year these changes will be evaluated by the
fruits it produces. When this new policy officially becomes binding, many
eyes will be watching. Let us be sure that we, the governed, pay attention
and take notes, so that we are ready when consulted. And if we are not
consulted it is our duty to make our voices heard and again guide the rules
to the common good while infringing as little as possible on our freedom.
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the Thunderdome if we had to fight, said, “Silence sends a message of
acceptance about these things, and we are not going to be silent.”
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RITRINGS
585.475.5633
compiled by Ryan Metzler

All calls subject to editing and truncation. Not all calls will be run. Reporter

reserves the right to publish all calls in any format.

Thursday 12:19 am.

Okay, so I called the other night about people being really weird at RIT

including the cape lady” and people sword fighting outside my room. Well,

now the same people are back, smoking a hookah, and being loud as all

hell. I’m not going to be a little bitch and call Campus Safety, but damn I

never get any sleep’

Thursday 7:55 a.m.

Oh man Reporter, I just woke up from a five-hour nap at Java Wally’s and I

feel fan-tasticl Seriously, you have the most incredible dreams sleeping in

that place. That’s why everyone does it now.

Friday 8 09 p.m

Hey, this is a Lifeguard and we have an important public safety announcement

regarding the hot tub. He strongly recommend, for the remainder or the

quarter, all woman capable of becoming pregnant remain out of the hot tub,

for reasons involving male discharge. In addition, the lifeguards will now be

administering a “hand check” policy. Enjoy, and have a wonderful quarter of

unwanted pregnancies.

Saturday 12:24 am.

Reporter, why is RIT Rings so boring? It’s obviously the party line. Come on,

jazz it up! I have high expectations.

Friday 12:35 a.m.

Hey, we’re girls that live in UC and we read that thing in the Reporter about

some hot girls who live there with an unknown number. We really want to

know more about that and if it’s us. Also, should we be worried?

Reporter: Well, you should probably be worried, regardless, but I don’t

know if you are the allegedly hot girls mentioned previously.

Friday 12:48 a.m

Ah, there’s a ninja!

Friday 12:56 am.

Yo, you don’t even know me but you should write this shit out. I’m just trying

to say that it’s [fornicated] up with the government [excrement]. We need

to bring the boys home from Iraq! I’m going to beat Bush’s [bum], that’s all I

got to say. This is from an anonymous source, an “anonymous-sile.”

Friday 1:56 a.m.

Hey, RIT Rings. Yeah, the whole disclaimer stuff, I didn’t hear it because I

have a ringing in my ears because Matt here just kicked me in the testicles.

I will be okay, don’t call Campus Safety, don’t worry, I’ll be okay. Don’t get

upset, it will be fine, but thanks for your concerns. I just hope all the readers

wish my testes well.

Friday 5:20 p.m.

Hey Reporter, just wanted to let you know we’re having a party tonight and

you’re all invited. Bring some girls and not guys, see you later.

Reporter: Yes, we have high expectations as well, but you see, it’s not our

fault RIT Rings is boring. If people would call in with interesting things to

say, that would change.

Saturday 12:42am

Reporter there’s a hamster loose in my apartment. Oh man, let me tell you,

this is the last time I mix potent potables and a hamster.

Saturday 1:12a.m.

We’re sitting here watching Ellen. Ellen is good, Ellen is funny. I have a large

bottle of gin and tonic. And... Urn... This isn’t going to rnake the magazine is it?

Reporter: Nope

Saturday 1:25 a.m.

Hey Reporter, what’s going on? This is Ben and this is the third time I have

called this year trying to get published and I guess you don’t like me. You

don’t want to talk about the inequality of tuna. You are just ignoring the

issue. The inequality of tunal Now if you buy chunk light it’s just not the

same. Not all tuna were created equal and there’s nothing you can do about

it! You need to just accept this and admit this or you’re a tuna racist. You’re

just a bunch of tuna haters! (Male voices: Tuna Haters!).

by Zach Korwin I Photography by Dave Londres
There’s a strange phenomenon that occurs each and every day on our fair

campus; you may have noticed it. It seems as though there are millions of

invisibly small customs booths posted all along Andrews Memorial Drive,

but they don’t care about your fruits and vegetables. No, the only thing that

they want declared are your feelings of friendliness and warmth, regardless

of how attached to them you are in the outside world. If you’d be so kind,

please join me in running through a dramatization of a fairly common

situation here on campus.

We’ve all experienced it: walking down the quarter-mile and seeing that

kid that’s maybe in your psychology class. Sure, you asked him for a

pencil the other day, and god-damn if that wasn’t the best pencil you’ve

ever borrowed: perfectly shaped eraser, one of those little grippy things so

you don’t get blisters, and get this, it’s even mechanical. What a campus,

no, what a country this is, you thought. People still scrape dirt with sticks

to communicate, but here, on this campus, a stranger will just lend you a

mechanical pencil, no questions asked. But here he comes, and it’s like

ten-after-five; the quarter-mile is a wild-west town on the day some no-good

hombres are supposed to mosey on in. One-hundred feet away—ba-bum—

was that eye-contact!? No.. quickly look away! What are these, dedication

bricks on the ground? I’ll pretend I’ve never seen them before even though

I’ve got them memorized and can rattle them off in alphabetical order based

on who they’re in memory of. Fifty feet away—ba-bum—does he recognize

me? I definitely gave his pencil back.. .Twenty-five feet—oops, a guy on a bike

races through, riding off into the sunset. He’s smart to get out; judgment

day lies only a few brief seconds into the future. And yet the seconds feel

like hours, each step like the completion of the Iditarod. Five feet away.

What was that thing I used to do when I saw familiar faces.. .doesn’t matter

now.. like a m

left nor right, only forward. The moment of tru —

something, but it just sounded like “neigh.” Not that again.. .1 thought that

was over with after middle school! Wait, maybe it rhymed with neigh. “Hay?”

You bastards, I don’t look like a horse... No! “Hey!” T

to people before I got to RIT’ Boy, does that bring back memories...

I apologize for exposing so explicitly the harsh realities of the world we live in.

But here’s the thing: we have but a few weeks left before we have to pull our

heads down into our coats and bury our faces in the ground like some mutant

ostrich-turtle, desperately trying to protect

wind that magically finds a way to assault head-on, r

you’re walking. Luckily, there’s an easy solutio

deprivation. S -. 1: Li

eye-contact. Ste.

hi, otherwise smi - - . . - . .

in any situation, as a safety.net. (A note

because someone says hi to you does not mean that they’re in love with and!

or stalking you) So remember, when that almost-stranger is three steps away,

you’re only three steps away from bringing this campus-wide problem to a

screeching halt. Who would you rather be, that friendly guy who sometimes

needs to borrow a pencil, or that creepy guy that now has a collection of

borrowed pencils because people don’t want them back afterwards?

That’s me up-top, make sure you say hi..

I
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RITRINGS
585.475.5633
compiled by Ryan Metzler

All calls subject to editing and truncation. Not all calls will be run. Reporter

reserves the right to publish all calls in any format.
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now the same people are back, smoking a hookah, and being loud as all
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But here’s the thing: we have but a few weeks left before we have to pull our

heads down into our coats and bury our faces in the ground like some mutant

ostrich-turtle, desperately trying to protect

wind that magically finds a way to assault head-on, r

you’re walking. Luckily, there’s an easy solutio

deprivation. S -. 1: Li

eye-contact. Ste.

hi, otherwise smi - - . . - . .

in any situation, as a safety.net. (A note

because someone says hi to you does not mean that they’re in love with and!

or stalking you) So remember, when that almost-stranger is three steps away,

you’re only three steps away from bringing this campus-wide problem to a

screeching halt. Who would you rather be, that friendly guy who sometimes

needs to borrow a pencil, or that creepy guy that now has a collection of

borrowed pencils because people don’t want them back afterwards?

That’s me up-top, make sure you say hi..

I
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